12 Effluent Water — New Hope for Greener Turf — The severe drought in the West has caused researchers to step up efforts to refine this experimental method of irrigation.

16 Ten Ways to Ruin Your Business — Your performance as a Green Industry manager can make or break your organization but you can reduce the risk by avoiding these management traps.

20 Living in 1977 With the Tax Reform Act of 1976 — Joseph Arkin, CPA, MBA, gives a practical interpretation of what the tax law changes mean to your everyday operation.

26 Arborists Statistics for 1976 — See how your financial operations stack up against those of the members of the National Arborist Association.

28 Florida's Aquatic Weed Control — The Key is Maintenance — Vigorous management programs have helped keep the state's recreational waterways an important economic resource.

32 Chlorosis of Red and Silver Maple — Research shows proper diagnosis of the symptoms may lead to manganese deficiency as the cause, a situation that can be remedied.

38 The Greening of Portland International Airport — A half million dollar landscaping project has helped transform this major airport into one of the most beautiful in the nation.

ON OUR COVER — This WEEDS TREES & TURF interpretation of a greenback illustrates our emphasis this month on the business side of the Green Industry.
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